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Abstract. In Alexandrov spaces of curvature bounded either above (CBA)

or below (CBB), we obtain extrinsic curvature bounds on subspaces associ-
ated with semiconcave functions. For CBA spaces, we obtain new intrinsic

curvature bounds on subspaces. For CBB spaces whose boundary is extrin-
sically curved, we strengthen Perelman’s concavity theorem for distance from

the boundary, deriving corollaries on sharp diameter bounds, contractibility,

and rigidity.
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1. Introduction

Semiconcave functions arise naturally in Alexandrov geometry, and are power-
ful tools for studying the underlying spaces [AB2, Pt2, KPT]. Here we establish
extrinsic curvature bounds on subspaces associated with semiconcave functions, in
spaces of curvature bounded either above (CBA) or below (CBB). Recall that the
superlevels of concave functions are convex. In the CBA and CBB settings, we use
gradient curve techniques to derive upper bounds on the degree of nonconvexity of
the superlevels of almost concave functions. Similarly, we derive lower bounds on
the degree of convexity of level sets of very concave functions. For CBA spaces, new
intrinsic curvature bounds on subspaces follow. For CBB spaces whose boundaries
have strong extrinsic curvature bounds below, we give the correct strengthening
of Perelman’s theorem on concavity of distance from the boundary. Specifically,
we replace the concavity inequality, which may be regarded as pushing the interi-
ors of geodesics away from the boundary ∂X, by a stronger differential inequality
that may be regarded as pulling them toward a “ghost center” of X. There are
corollaries on sharp diameter bounds, contractibility, and rigidity.
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spaces, extrinsic curvature.
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1.1. Extrinsic curvature bounds. Throughout the paper (with the exception
of Section 4, where X is a finite-dimensional CBB space), X will be a complete
geodesic metric space, not necessarily locally compact, either CBB or CBA by K
(see definitions below). As general references, see [Ba, BN, BH, BBI, Pl, Pt2].

Definition 1.1. A subset Y of X has extrinsic curvature ≤ A if there is a function
F (r) ≥ 0 satisfying limr→0

(
F (r)/r3

)
= 0, such that for every pair of points with

distance s < s0 in Y and distance r in X,

(1.1) s− r ≤ (A2/24)r3 + F (r).

If we only consider pairs of points in an open subset Z ⊂ Y , then Y has extrinsic
curvature ≤ A on Z.

Remark 1.2. A chord of Y is a minimizing geodesic of X between two points of
Y . In Definition 1.1, we also say Y has arc/chord curvature ≤ A. An equivalent
condition is that for any A′ > A, there is s(A′) > 0 such that for every pair of
points with distance s < s(A′) in Y , the chord joining them is longer than for a
circular arc of length s and curvature A′ in the plane. This explains the choice of
constant (A2/24) in (1.1). (See Remark 3.2.)

If X is Riemannian and Y is any compact subset, then by a theorem of Lytchak,
a condition equivalent to such a bound is positive reach, namely, uniform neigh-
borhoods in which Y has the unique footpoint property [L2]. If Y is an embedded
Riemannian submanifold, (1.1) is equivalent to a bound |II| ≤ A on the second
fundamental form.

In CAT(K) spaces, curves with extrinsic curvature ≤ A have the globalization
property, namely, they satisfy sharp global arc/chord bounds [AB1].

Subsets of extrinsic curvature ≥ A are defined analogously (see Definition 3.1).
In §4 and §5, we also hypothesize other versions of extrinsic curvature ≥ A, obtained
by using base-angle/chord comparisons rather than arc/chord comparisons.

1.2. Basics. A geodesic will always be a locally minimizing curve parametrized by
arclength.

A locally Lipschitz function f on X is λ-concave for λ ∈ R if for any geodesic
γ, the function

(1.2) f ◦ γ(t)− λt2/2
is concave. The locally Lipschitz condition can be relaxed to continuity alone when
X is CBB [Pt2, 3.3.2]. We write f ′′(p) ≤ λ if for any ε > 0, there is a neighborhood
U of p such that the restriction of f to U is (λ+ ε)-concave. By

(1.3) f ′′ ≤ g
for a function g on X, we mean f ′′(p) ≤ g(p) for all p ∈ X. A function f is called
semiconcave if (1.3) holds for some g. We call a λ-concave function very concave
when λ < 0, and almost concave when λ > 0. Exactly analogous definitions hold
with convex substituted for concave and inequalities reversed.

The differential inequalities considered in this paper are those most closely tied
to the geometry of Alexandrov spaces, namely

(1.4) f ′′ +Kf ≤ 1, f ′′ +Kf ≥ 1,

and

(1.5) f ′′ +Kf ≤ 0, f ′′ +Kf ≥ 0.
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The inequalities (1.4) tend to be used when the motivating idea is distance from a
point, and the inequalities (1.5), when it is distance from a geodesic. If K 6= 0, the
solution sets of (1.4) and (1.5) differ by the constant 1/K.

The infinitesimal support properties that define (1.4) and (1.5) convert to the
global support properties that we use in this paper. Namely, a solution’s restriction
to a geodesic of length < π/

√
K is supported on the appropriate side by the solution

of the corresponding differential equation, assuming either the same endpoint values
or the same initial value and derivative. (Throughout, π/

√
k =∞ if k ≤ 0.)

Recall that X has CBB by K if and only if for every q ∈ X, the modified distance
from q, f = mdK ◦ distq, satisfies

(1.6) f ′′ +Kf ≤ 1

on the open ball B(q, π/
√
K), where

(1.7) mdK(x) =


x2/2, K = 0
(1/K)(1− cos

√
Kx), K > 0

(1/K)(1− cosh
√
−Kx), K < 0.

For CAT(K), the defining inequality in (1.6) is reversed, namely, f = mdK ◦ distq
satisfies

(1.8) f ′′ +Kf ≥ 1

on B(q, π/
√
K). For CBA by K, the condition is imposed locally.

The differential inequalities (1.6) and (1.8) on f = mdK ◦ distq are equivalent
to the classical definitions of Alexandrov spaces in terms of distance comparisons
between triangles in X and their model triangles in the constantly curved model
plane SK . Indeed, the inequalities become equations in SK . Since along geodesics,
solutions of the differential inequality are supported by solutions of the equation,
then distances in X compare to distances in SK .

Let

snK(x) = mdK ′(x) =


x, K = 0
(1/
√
K) sin(

√
Kx), K > 0

(1/
√
−K) sinh(

√
−Kx), K < 0.

For CBB spaces, Perelman’s concavity theorem [Pr], with its formulation made
more exact in [AB2], states that f = snK ◦ dist∂X satisfies

(1.9) f ′′ +Kf ≤ 0,

where dist∂X is the distance from the boundary ∂X. The inequality becomes an
equation when X is a model halfplane.

1.3. Statement of Results. Now we describe our results more precisely:

1.3.1. Extrinsic and intrinsic curvature bounds on subspaces. In Section 2 we de-
rive upper bounds on the extrinsic curvature of the superlevels of almost concave
functions. By changing the sign, it is equivalent to consider sublevels of almost
convex functions.

Lytchak [L3] proved the existence of some extrinsic curvature bound in this
setting, and we build on his work. Our estimates in Theorems 1.3 and 1.6 are
sharp in the sense that in the Riemannian setting they become λ/|∇pf |, which
is the correct formula. We do not know whether the bound in Theorem 1.3 can
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be improved to λ/|∇pf | or even more strongly to λ/g. However, the theorem
immediately implies that the bound is at most

√
2λ/g.

Let us say a subset Y of X has extrinsic curvature ≤ A at p ∈ Y if

lim sup
ε→0

√
24(s− r)/r3 ≤ A,

where lim sup is taken over all chords of the metric ball BY (p, ε) in Y . For extrinsic
curvature ≥ A at p, substitute lim inf for lim sup, and ≥ for ≤. (We use these
notions of pointwise extrinsic curvature bound only to state Theorems 1.3 and 1.6.
These theorems are immediate corollaries of slightly stronger uniform statements
in Sections 2 and 3.)

Theorem 1.3. Let X be a CBA or CBB space, and f : Dom f → R be a λ-concave
function with λ > 0, where Dom f is an open subset of X. Let Y = f−1

(
[c,∞)

)
be

a superlevel of f . If g > 0, then the extrinsic curvature of Y at p ∈ Y is at most

λ

√
2
g2
− 1
G2

,

where g and G are the lim inf and lim sup respectively of |∇qf | as q → p within
f−1((−∞, c)).
Remark 1.4. The bound in Theorem 1.3 is well-defined if |∇pf | > 0, by the
semicontinuity of |∇pf | [Pt2, Cor. 1.3.5]. That is,

|∇pf | = lim inf
q→p

|∇qf | ≤ g ≤ G ≤ lim sup
q→p

|∇qf |.

The left equation holds because on a gradient curve f is also λ-concave (same
reference) with right-derivative of f equal to |∇pf |, so that the limit at p through
the superlevel is at most |∇pf |. The interior inequalities hold because lim inf and
lim sup are monotone on subsets, in particular, on f−1((−∞, c)) ⊂ X.

The proof of Theorem 1.3, together with theorems on the Gauss Equation and
the injectivity radii of subspaces proved in [AB4], implies the following new intrinsic
curvature bounds:

Corollary 1.5. Let X be a CAT(K) space, and f : X → R be a λ-concave
function with λ > 0. Let Y = f−1

(
[c,∞)

)
be a superlevel of f , and Z = f−1(c) be

the corresponding level. Suppose G ≥ |∇f | ≥ g > 0 on a collar of Z in the sublevel
f−1

(
(−∞, c)

)
. Then Y in its intrinsic metric has CBA by

K ′ = K + λ2
( 2
g2
− 1
G2

)
,

and the injectivity radius of Y is at least π/
√
K ′.

In Section 3, we find lower bounds, analogous to the upper bounds in Theorem
1.3, for the extrinsic curvature of level sets of very concave functions. Their super-
levels and sublevels usually have nonempty interiors and so have no positive lower
extrinsic curvature bound.

Theorem 1.6. Let X be a CBA or CBB space, and f : Dom f → R be a λ-concave
function with λ < 0, where Dom f is an open subset of X. Let Y = f−1(c) be a
level of f . If 0 < G ≤

√
2g, then the extrinsic curvature of Y at p ∈ Y is at least

|λ|
√

2
G2
− 1
g2
,
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where g and G are the lim inf and lim sup respectively of |∇qf | as q → p within
f−1((c,∞)).

1.3.2. CBB spaces with extrinsically curved boundary in the base-angle sense. The-
orem 1.8, which is proved in Section 4, provides important examples of functions to
which Theorem 1.6 applies. Moreover, because these functions reflect the global ge-
ometry of their underlying spaces, Theorem 1.8 has global structural consequences.

Definition 1.7. (Model region and model radius)

(1) Let X̃(K,A) be the convex domain in SK bounded by the curve of constant
curvature A 6= 0: a circle if K > −A2, a curve equidistant from a geodesic
if K < −A2, and a horocycle if K = −A2.

(2) Let R(K,A) denote the radius of the boundary circle of X̃(K,A) if K >
−A2, and the distance of the boundary equidistant curve to its core geodesic
if K < −A2. If K = −A2, let R(K,A) =∞.

A point p ∈ ∂X is called a footpoint if p is an endpoint of a minimizer from a
point q ∈ X − ∂X to ∂X. The minimizer from q to p is unique and orthogonal to
the direction space Σp∂X of ∂X, and the direction space ΣpX is the spherical cone
over Σp∂X [Pr].

Theorem 1.8. Suppose X is a finite-dimensional space of CBB by K, and ∂X 6= ∅
has extrinsic curvature ≥ A > 0 in the base-angle sense at each footpoint p ∈ ∂X.
If K 6= −A2, set

D = R(K,A)− dist∂X .
(a) If K > −A2, then D is nonnegative, and f = mdK D satisfies f ′′ +Kf ≥ 1.
(b) If K = −A2, then f = exp

√
−K(−dist∂X) satisfies f ′′ +Kf ≥ 0.

(c) If K < −A2, then f = sinh
√
−KD satisfies f ′′ +Kf ≥ 0.

These differential inequalities on dist∂X are strictly stronger than the corre-
sponding inequalities (1.9) on the function snK ◦ dist∂X in Perelman’s concavity
theorem, reflecting our curvature assumption on the boundary.

As an example of part (a), we may take X to be a ball of radius R(K,A)
and center q̃ in SnK . Then D = disteq, so the inequality on f = mdK D becomes
the equation governing the distance from q̃ to any geodesic in SnK . By analogy,
in part (a) we may regard D as “distance to a ghost center”, and the inequality
on f = mdK D as a CAT(K)-type condition, as in (1.8), pulling the interiors of
geodesics towards the ghost center.

The condition f ′′+Kf ≥ 1 on f = mdK D in part (a) is a unifying formulation,
independent of the sign of K. For 0 > K > −A2, it is trivially equivalent to
f = cosh

√
−KD satisfying f ′′ +Kf ≥ 0, and hence is analogous to the conditions

in parts (b) and (c).
The global nature of Theorem 1.8 yields the following structure theorems.

Corollary 1.9. Suppose X is a finite-dimensional space of CBB by K, and ∂X 6= ∅
has extrinsic curvature ≥ A > 0 in the base-angle sense at each footpoint p ∈ ∂X.
If K > −A2, then:

(1) The radius of X is ≤ R(K,A).
(2) The length of any geodesic in X is ≤ 2R(K,A).
(3) dist∂X is concave, and its maximum set consists of a single point. In par-

ticular, X has a 1-Lipschitz strong deformation retraction to a point.
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For Riemannian manifolds with boundary, Corollary 1.9(1),(2) are due to Dekster
[D] (see Remark 4.4).

Corollary 1.10 (Rigidity). Suppose X is a finite-dimensional space of CBB by
K, and ∂X 6= ∅ has extrinsic curvature ≥ A > 0 in the base-angle sense at each
footpoint p ∈ ∂X.

(1) If K > −A2 and the radius of X is R(K,A), then X is isometric to a ball
of radius R(K,A) about the vertex in a K-cone.

(2) If K = −A2 and the radius of X is ∞, then X is isometric to a horoball
in an ideal K-cone.

Finally, in Section 5 we examine the relation between base-angle/chord and
arc/chord curvature bounds. In particular we show that if the boundary of a CBB
space has base-angle/chord curvature ≥ A > 0, then it has arc/chord curvature
≥ A > 0.

1.4. Background. Analogues of the Gauss Equation, governing the passage from
extrinsic curvature bounds to intrinsic ones, tend to be challenging in the Alexan-
drov setting. For instance, a major unsolved problem in the theory of CBB spaces
is whether the boundary of a convex set inherits a curvature bound.

In CBA spaces, more is known. Ruled surfaces inherit a curvature bound above
by a classical theorem of Alexandrov [A]. It is an open question whether saddle
surfaces inherit such a bound, but Mese showed that minimal surface immersions
do so [M], and Petrunin showed that ‘metric minimizing’ surfaces do so [Pt1]. For
subsets with extrinsic curvature ≤ A in CBA spaces, the existence of some intrinsic
curvature bound above was proved in [L1], and the Gauss Equation was proved in
[AB4].

Semiconcave functions and their associated subspaces capture much of the ge-
ometry of Alexandrov spaces, both CBB and CBA. Gradient curves of semiconcave
functions were introduced and studied in [PP] (for CBB spaces) and their proper-
ties are developed in [L3] (for both CBB and CBA) and [Pt2]. In particular, in our
settings gradient curves exist and are unique, and the corresponding gradient flow
is locally Lipschitz.

2. Almost concave functions

The pointwise estimate of Theorem 1.3 is an immediate consequence of the fol-
lowing theorem. Given Z ⊂ Z ′ ⊂ X, by a δ-collar of Z in Z ′ we mean the subset
of Z ′ at distance < δ from Z, where δ > 0.

Theorem 2.1. Let X be a CBA or CBB space, and f : Dom f → R be a λ-concave
function with λ > 0, where Dom f is an open subset of X. Let Y = f−1

(
[c,∞)

)
be a superlevel, and Z be an open subset of the level f−1(c) with cl(Z) ⊂ Dom f .
Suppose G ≥ |∇ f | ≥ g > 0 on a δ-collar C of Z in the sublevel f−1

(
(−∞, c)

)
.

Then the extrinsic curvature of Y on Z is at most

A = λ

√
2
g2
− 1
G2

.

Philosophy of proof. We prove that for any chord σ of Z of length r < r0, there is
a curve τ in Y between the ends of σ satisfying

(2.1) s− r ≤ (A2/24)r3 + Cr4,
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where r0 and C depend only on λ, g,G, δ. Throughout we use O(r4) notation to
convey this uniformity, and similarly for O(rk). Note that our conclusion is stronger
than is implied by Definition 1.1, not only because of the form of (2.1) but also
because it holds for all r < r0.

Lytchak obtains his extrinsic curvature bound in [L3] by estimating the growth of
half of a chord as the midpoint is pushed along the gradient curve until it reaches
Y . A natural refinement of this technique would be to partition the chord into
small segments and estimate their growth as the ends are pushed along gradient
curves. Although this refinement improves the extrinsic curvature estimate, that
improvement is still not sharp. We find that if instead each small segment is pushed
by moving the end with lower f -value until both ends are at the same level, and
then by moving both ends along equal levels until they reach Y , the overestimate
due to the second motion is exactly offset by the decrease during the first motion
(see Figure 2). The estimate on the combined motions yields the theorem.

Proof. Take c = 0, so that Y = f−1[0,∞).
(a) Parametrizing σ on [−r/2, r/2], we may assume f ◦ σ|(−r/2, r/2) < 0. In-

deed, suppose the theorem has been proved for that case, and consider a chord σ
of Z for which the interior is not entirely outside Y . Decompose σ into countably
many open segments {σi} of lengths ri on which f < 0, with the remainder σ̄ in
Y ; let τi be a suitably short curve in Y of length si connecting the ends of σi for
each i. Take τ to be the chain of σ̄ with all the τi. Since the length measure of σ̄
contributes equally to the lengths r and s of σ and τ , the difference is entirely due
to the differences si − ri, and so:

s− r =
∑
i

si − ri

≤
∑
i

(
A2

24
r3
i + Cr4

i

)

≤ A2

24

(∑
i

ri

)3

+ C

(∑
i

ri

)4

≤ A2

24
r3 + Cr4.

(b) Since f ◦σ(x)−λx2/2 is concave on [−r/2, r/2], with value −λr2/8 at both
endpoints,

(2.2) 0 ≥ f(σ(x))− λx2/2 ≥ −λr2/8.

For each x ∈ [−r/2, r/2], let ηx be the gradient curve starting at σ(x). See
Figure 1. By assumption, there is a δ-collar C of Z in f−1

(
(−∞, c)

)
such that

G ≥ |∇ f | ≥ g > 0 on C. Since cl(Z) ⊂ Dom f , we may choose δ so that C ⊂ Dom f .
We wish only to consider chords σ of Z whose length r is so small that ηx remains
in C until reaching a point of f−1(0), which we take to be the righthand endpoint
of ηx. Since the distance from any point on σ to Z is at most r/2, it suffices by
(2.2) to take r/2 + λr2/8g < δ, say

r < r0
def= min{

√
8gδ/(λ+ 4g), 1}.
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It is convenient to reparametrize the gradient curves ηx by the values of f . Then
the righthand velocity vector is ∇ f/| ∇ f |2 at each point. Set

τ(x) = ηx(0).

Since the gradient flow is locally Lipschitz, τ is rectifiable. Our goal is a sharp
upper bound on du

dx , where u is the arclength parameter of τ .

σ(-r/2) σ(x) σ(r/2)

ηx

τ(u)
f=0

Figure 1. Chord σ and gradient projection τ

(c) As two points move up gradient curves ηx and ηx+∆x, the rate of change of
the distance between them is the sum of two terms, each of which has the form

(speed of end point) · cos θ,

where θ is the angle between a minimizer connecting the two points and the path
traveled by the end point. If there is more than one minimizer, the one used must
be a limit of minimizers between the end points (see [BBI, p, 126]).

As noted above, we are going to break the variation into two stages, as illustrated
by Figure 2. In the equilevel stage, the two ends move up the gradient curves at the
same f -levels, until they reach Y . In the triangular stage, one end moves upward
until it reaches the same level as the other end.

We begin by summarizing the basic estimates obtained in the equilevel stage, by
integrating the first variation of distance between two points moving up gradient
curves ηx(y) and ηx+∆x(y).

Let the minimizer connecting p = ηx(y) and q = ηx+∆x(y) be γy, and L(y) =
d(p, q) be its length. Set vp = γ′y(0). Since f is semiconcave,

Dpf(vp) = (f ◦ γy)′+(0) ≤ |∇ f |(p) cos θp,

where θp is the angle between wp = ∇ f
| ∇ f | and vp. This gives an inequality for the

first variation term at the left endpoint of γy. The term at the right endpoint is
calculated similarly, and combining them gives the following inequality for the first
variation (recalling that the speed of ηx is 1/| ∇ f |(p)):

(2.3) L′+(y) ≤
(f ◦ γy)′−(L(y))
| ∇ f |2(q)

−
(f ◦ γy)′+(0)
| ∇ f |2(p)

.

Since f ◦ γy(t)− t2/2 is concave,

(f ◦ γy)′−(L) ≤ λL/2, −(f ◦ γy)′+(0) ≤ λL/2.

A common lower bound | ∇ f |2 ≥ g2 applies to the terms in (2.3), so

(2.4) L′+(y) ≤ λL(y)
g2

.
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Dividing by L(y) and integrating on c0 ≤ y ≤ 0 gives:

(2.5) log
L(0)
L(c0)

≤ −λc0
g2

.

!(x) !(x+"x)
Triangular stage

f=0

f=y

!(x) !(x+"x)
Equilevel stage

f=co

Figure 2. Variation from ∆x to ∆u in two stages

(d) Exponentiating and expanding in (2.5) will now give an upper bound for
L(0)− L(c0), which we combine with the bound (2.2) on c0, namely,

(2.6) c0 = f(σ(x)) = O(r2).

The result is then

(2.7) L(0)− L(c0) ≤ −λc0
g2

L(c0) + L(c0)O(r4).

(e) Now we deal with the remaining discrepancy between L(0) and ∆x, by
applying first variation to a small “almost triangle”. We may assume that initially
σ(x+∆x) is at a lower level than σ(x), since otherwise we could reverse the direction
of σ. Thus f(σ(x)) = c0 ≤ y ≤ 0. We only need the contribution of this triangular
stage when (f ◦ σ)′+(x) < 0. For if (f ◦ σ)′+(x) = 0, then the length of the initial
segment of η = ηx+∆x has an estimate o(∆x), and hence the same estimate holds
for the change given by integrating the first variation for that segment. Thus, the
contribution of the first stage to du

dx will be 0.
Assuming (f ◦ σ)′+(x) < 0 and

(2.8) c0 = f(σ(x)) > c1 = f(σ(x+ ∆x)),

let γy be a minimizer from σ(x) to η(y), c0 ≥ y ≥ c1. Now the first variation for
L(y) = |γy| = |(σ(x)η(y)| has only one term,

(2.9) L′+(y) ≤
(f ◦ γy)′−(L(y))
|∇f |2(q)

,

where q = γy(L(y))
(f) In order to proceed we need a good upper bound on c0 − c1, as defined

in (2.8). By the concavity of F (x) = f ◦ σ(x) − λx2/2 on [−r/2, r/2], we have
F ′(−r/2) ≤ λr/2 and F ′(r/2) ≥ −λr/2. Since F ′ is nonincreasing,

−λr ≤ F ′(r/2) + λx ≤ (f ◦ σ)′(x) ≤ F ′(−r/2) + λx ≤ λr.

Immediately it follows that

(2.10) c0 − c1 ≤ λr∆x.
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(g) We also need a better estimate for L(y) than that given by the Lipschitz
continuity of the gradient flow. For our immediate goal a triangle inequality will
suffice: the length of an arc of a gradient curve η is bounded by its speed, at most
1/G, times the parameter change, c0 − y, so |η([y, c0])| = ∆xO(r). Chaining the
segment of σ of length ∆x with η then gives

(2.11) L(y) = ∆x(1 +O(r)), c1 ≤ y ≤ c0.
(h) The concavity of f ◦ γy(t)− λt2 implies

(f ◦ γy)′−(L)− λL ≤ y − λL2/2− c0
L

.

Hence from (2.9) and (2.11),

L′+(y) ≤
(
−c0 − y
G2∆x

+
λ∆x
2g2

)
(1 +O(r)).

Integrating on c1 ≤ y ≤ c0,

(2.12) L(c0)−∆x ≤
(
− (c0 − c1)2

2G2∆x
+
λ2(∆x)2r

2g2

)
(1 +O(r)).

(i) Now add the inequalities (2.7) and (2.12), again applying (2.11), to obtain a
bound on L(0) due to both stages:

L(0) ≤ ∆x+
(
−λc0∆x

g2
+ [
−(c0 − c1)2

2G2∆x
+
λ2(∆x)2r

2g2
][1 +O(r)]

)
+ ∆xO(r3).

Divide by ∆x, let ∆x → 0, and change back to the notation c0 = f(σ(x)), c1 =
f(σ(x+ ∆x):

du

dx
≤ 1− λ

(
f ◦ σ(x)
g2

+
((f ◦ σ)′+(x))2

2G2λ

)
+O(r3).

The error terms have been combined, using (f ◦σ)′+(x) = O(r) and f(σ(x)) = O(r2)
(by (2.6)). Integrate this inequality on −r/2 ≤ x ≤ r/2 to obtain a bound on the
length of τ :

(2.13) |τ | ≤ r − λ
∫ r/2

−r/2

(
z

g2
+

(z′)2

2G2λ

)
dx+O(r4),

where z = f(σ(x)). Here the Riemann integral exists because the integrand is
bounded and its set of discontinuities has measure zero. We claim

(2.14) I
def= −λ

∫ r/2

−r/2

(
z

g2
+

(z′)2

2G2λ

)
dx ≤ λ2r3

24

(
2
g2
− 1
G2

)
.

(j) Let

w = z +
λ

8
(r2 − 4x2).

Both z and w vanish at the endpoints of [−r/2, r/2], and w is concave since z is
λ-concave. Set

(2.15) J =
∫ r/2

−r/2

(
−λw
g2
− (w′)2 + 2λxw′

2G2

)
dx.

Then

(2.16) I = J +
λ2r3

24

(
2
g2
− 1
G2

)
.
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Now we show J < 0. To see this, regard (2.15) as defining a functional J(w),
and for fixed w consider the function J(t) def= J(tw). Then

J(t) = At2 +Bt,

where

A = −
∫ r/2

−r/2

(w′)2

2G2
dx, B = −λ

∫ r/2

−r/2

(
w

g2
+
xw′

G2

)
dx,

and ′ denotes righthand derivative. But
∫ r/2
−r/2(xw′ + w)dx = 0. Indeed, since x,w

are continuous and w′ exists everywhere, then (xw)′ = xw′ + w everywhere. On
[−r/2, r/2],

(xw)′ =
dF

dx
a.e., F (x) def=

∫ x

−r/2
(xw′ + w)dx.

Since xw and F are absolutely continuous, and both vanish at x = −r/2, they are
equal. Therefore

B = −λ
∫ r/2

−r/2

(
1
g2
− 1
G2

)
wdx.

Since λ > 0, G > g > 0, and w > 0 on [−r/2, r/2], then B < 0.
Since A < 0, the graph of J(t) is a downward parabola. Since J vanishes at

t = 0 and t = −B/A < 0, then J = J(1) < 0. By (2.16), the claim (2.14) follows.
By (2.13), the proof is complete. �

Similar theorems may be obtained for sublevels f−1
(
(−∞, c]

)
by applying The-

orem 2.1 to −f ; and for functions satisfying differential inequalities such as (1.4)
or (1.5) by using the relation to λ-concavity. For example:

Corollary 2.2. Let X be a CBA or CBB space, and f : X → R be a locally
Lipschitz function satisfying f ′′ + f ≥ 0. Let Y = f−1

(
(−∞, c]

)
be a sublevel with

c > 0, and Z be an open subset of the level f−1(c). Suppose G ≥ |∇(−f)| ≥ g > 0
on a δ-collar of Z in the superlevel f−1

(
(c,∞)

)
. Then the extrinsic curvature of Y

on Z is at most

A = c

√
2
g2
− 1
G2

.

For CBA spaces, Theorem 2.1 leads to intrinsic curvature and injectivity radius
bounds for subspaces, as described in Corollary 1.5. We will prove Corollary 1.5 by
combining Theorem 2.1 with the following:

Theorem 2.3 ([AB4]). Suppose N is a subspace of extrinsic curvature ≤ A in a
CAT(K) space. Then

(1) (Gauss Equation) N is an Alexandrov space of curvature bounded above
by K +A2.

(2) The injectivity radius injN of N satisfies

(2.17) injN ≥ π/
√
K +A2.

Remark 2.4. By considering a sphere of extrinsic curvature A in SK , it becomes
clear that

π/
√
K +A2 = c(A,K)/2,

where c(A,K) is the circumference of a circle of curvature A in SK . Thus the
injectivity radius given here is the same as in [AB4].
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Proof of Corollary 1.5. By Theorem 2.1, Y = f−1
(
[c,∞)

)
has extrinsic curvature

≤ A = λ
√

2/g2 − 1/G2. By Theorem 2.3(1), Y in its intrinsic metric has CBA by
K ′ = K+A2. By Theorem 2.3(2), the injectivity radius of Y is at least π/

√
K ′. �

3. Very concave functions

Now we consider λ-concave functions with λ < 0.

Definition 3.1. A subset Y of X has extrinsic curvature ≥ A (or arc/chord cur-
vature ≥ A) if there is a function F (s) ≥ 0 satisfying lims→0

(
F (s)/s3

)
= 0, such

that for every pair of points with distance s < s0 in Y and distance r in X,

(3.1) s− r ≥ (A2/24)s3 − F (s).

If we only consider pairs of points in an open subset Z ⊂ Y , we say Y has extrinsic
curvature ≥ A on Z.

Remark 3.2. For a curve of constant curvature A in any model space, independent
of the curvature of that model space,

s− r = (A2/24)s3 +O(s5).

Thus an equivalent form of Definition 3.1 is: For any A′ < A, there is s(A′) such
that for every pair of points with distance s < s(A′) in Y , the chord joining them
is shorter than for a circular arc of length s and curvature A′ in the plane.

Remark 3.3. On the right side of (3.1), s could be replaced by r since s ≥ r.
Similarly on the right side of (1.1) in Definition 1.1, r could be replaced by s.

In Definition 3.1, if F (s) = −Cs4 for some C > 0, and there is s0 > 0 such that
(3.1) holds for all s < s0, then we can take C1 = max{C,A2/24s0} and show that
s−r ≥ (A2/24)s3−C1s

4 not only for s < s0, but also for s ≥ s0; that is, Definition
3.1 is satisfied without the restriction s < s0. It is this stronger form that we prove
in Theorem 3.4.

The next theorem states that the levels of very concave functions have large
extrinsic curvature. Theorem 1.6 is an immediate consequence.

Theorem 3.4. Let X be a CBA or CBB space, and f : Dom f → R be a λ-
concave function with λ < 0, where Dom f is an open subset of X. Let Y = f−1(c)
be a level of f , and Z be an open subset of Y with cl(Z) ⊂ Dom f . Suppose that√

2g ≥ G ≥ |∇f | ≥ g > 0 on a δ-collar C of Z in the superlevel f−1
(
(c,∞)

)
. Then

the extrinsic curvature of Y on Z is at least

A = |λ|
√

2
G2
− 1
g2
.

Philosophy of proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.1. However, there
the proof starts with a geodesic in X whose endpoints are on a superlevel Y , and
follows gradient curves until they reach Y . Here the proof starts with a curve (an
approximate geodesic) in a level Y and follows gradient curves to some curve in C.
On each gradient curve we have a choice of when to stop, and we make a fortunate
guess based on the model space pattern. �
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Proof. Again we may assume c = 0. Let τ be a curve of length s̄ in Y with ends
p, q ∈ Z and arclength parameter u ∈ [−s̄/2, s̄/2]. Define a curve σ with parameter
u and the same ends as τ , in terms of the gradient curves ηu of f starting at τ(u):

σ(u) = ηu(−λ[s̄2 − 4u2]/8).

The curves ηu are assumed to be parametrized by the values of f , so f ◦ σ(u) =
−λ[s̄2 − 4u2]/8. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, for sufficiently small s̄ relative to
the collar width, due to the bounds on |∇f |, σ will be in C. Let r̄ be the length of
σ. Our immediate goal is to prove that for s̄ < s0,

(3.2) s̄− r̄ ≥ A2

24
s̄3 − Cs̄4,

where s0 and C > 0 depend only on λ,G, g, δ. Finally we shall let s, r be distances
between p, q in Y,X, respectively, and taking |τ | to be arbitrarily close to s will
complete the proof.

For points τ(u), τ(u+∆u) we consider the change in length from |τ(u)τ(u+∆u)|
to |σ(u)σ(u+ ∆u)| in two stages: first, move both ends along equal levels until one
end reaches σ, and secondly, move the other end until it reaches σ. For both stages,
let L(y) be the distance between the ends, where y is the value of f at the moving
end or ends, and let γy be a minimizer between those ends.

For the first (equilevel) stage, the inequality (2.3), derived from first variation,
holds with no change. The next step estimating the values (f ◦ γy)′, is also the
same, except that G replaces g in the inequality (2.4) due to the change in sign of
λ:

(3.3) L′+(y) ≤ λL

G2
.

Now assume that u < 0, so it is the left end of γy that reaches σ first. The
estimates we get for the length of σ are then for the left half, but the same estimates
hold for the other half by symmetry. Accordingly, let

c0 = −λ(s̄2 − 4u2)/8, c1 = −λ[s̄2 − 4(u+ ∆u)2]/8.

As before, we integrate
L′

L
≤ λ

G2

from y = 0 to y = c0 and exponentiate, obtaining the inequality corresponding to
(2.7), but with the specific value of c0 inserted:

L(c0) ≤ L(0)(1− λ2(s̄2 − 4u2)
8G2

+O(s̄4)).

Since L(0) is the chord length for an arc of τ of length ∆u,

(3.4) L(c0) ≤ (1− λ2(s̄2 − 4u2)
8G2

+O(s̄4))∆u

Now we consider the remaining variation on the “triangular” piece, with c0 ≤
y ≤ c1. Inequality (2.9) is exactly the same, L′+(y) ≤ (f ◦ γy)′−L(y)/|∇f |2(q).

Also the triangle inequality can be used in the same way to get the estimate
for L(y), but now we need a lower bound involving L(c1) and we have the specific
value c1 − c0 = λ(u+ ∆u/2)∆u < λu∆u:

L(y) ≥ L(c1)− λu∆u/g.
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As in Theorem 2.1(h), we get the same bound on (f ◦γy)′−(L). In the next step,
G and g are interchanged due to sign changes in y − c0 and λ:

(3.5) L′+(y) ≤ y − c0
g2L(y)

+
λL(y)
2G2

≤ y − c0
g2L(y)

≤ y − c0
g2(L(c1)− λu∆u/g)

.

There is a concern that if (3.5) is used immediately, then a small value of L(c1)
in the denominator could make the resulting bound on L′+(y) so large that it would
be useless. But our goal is to show that L(c1) is small enough, so by breaking into
two cases: L(c1) ≥ (1− s̄)∆u, for which (3.5) can be used, and L(c1) < (1− s̄)∆u,
for which a sufficiently small s̄ is already enough control, a satisfactory inequality
for both cases is obtained.

So first assume L(c1) ≥ (1− s̄)∆u. Then (3.5), provided that −s̄−λu/g = O(s̄)
is small, can be integrated on c0 ≤ y ≤ c1 to obtain

(3.6) L(c1) ≤ L(c0) +
λ2u2∆u

2g2
(1 +O(s̄)).

We add (3.4) and (3.6) to obtain

(3.7) L(c1) ≤
[
1− λ2(s̄2 − 4u2)

8G2
+
λ2u2

2g2
(1 +O(s̄))

]
∆u,

where the O(s̄4) term has been subsumed by the term containing u2O(s̄).
Now for the case L(c1) < (1 − s̄)∆u, if we take s̄ so small that λ2s̄2/8G2 < s̄

and s̄ < g/(2g − λ), then (3.7) will also hold for those values of u and ∆u.
The left side of (3.7) is the chord length of the arc of σ that corresponds to an arc

of τ of length ∆u. Since the right side is an even function of u, the inequality will
also hold for u > 0. If we take an arbitrary partition of [−s̄/2, s̄/2] including the
point 0 and add these inequalities with u’s as partition points and ∆u’s as partition
segment lengths, then the sum on the left becomes the polygonal approximation
to the length r̄ of σ, while the sum on the right becomes a Riemann sum for the
integral∫ s̄/2

−s̄/2

[
1− λ2(s̄2 − 4u2)

8G2
+
λ2u2

2g2
(1 +O(s̄))

]
du = s̄− λ2

24

(
2
G2
− 1
g2

)
s̄3 +O(s̄4).

Now let s, r be distances in Z, C and for any ε > 0 choose τ connecting the points
in Z with length s̄ < s+ ε. Then we construct σ with length r̄ corresponding to τ ,
for which we have

s̄− r̄ ≥ A2

24
s̄3 −O(s̄4).

Then since r̄ ≥ r,

s+ ε− r ≥ A2

24
s3 −O([s+ ε]4),

and taking ε→ 0 obtains (3.1). �

As before, there is a corollary corresponding to Corollary 2.2, giving a lower
bound −c

√
2
G2 − 1

g2 for the extrinsic curvature of the levels f−1(c), c < 0, of func-

tions satisfying f ′′ + f ≥ 0.
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4. Curved boundaries

In this section, we take X to be a finite-dimensional space of CBB by K, and
prove Theorem 1.8.

Definition 4.1. The base angle at p of a chord γ of ∂X at an endpoint p is the
angle formed by the direction of γ at p and Σp∂X. The boundary ∂X has extrinsic
curvature ≥ A > 0 in the base-angle sense at p if the base angles α at p of chords
of length r from p satisfy

(4.1) lim inf
r→0

2α/r ≥ A.

Remark 4.2. The base angle α̃(r) of a chord of length r for a curve of constant
curvature A in any model space, independent of the curvature of that model space,
satisfies

α̃(r) = Ar/2 +O(r3)

(for further discussion, see [AB1]). Thus the following condition is equivalent to
(4.1): the base angles of chords from p satisfy

(4.2) α ≥ α̃(r) + o(r).

Recall that for given K and A, Definition 1.7 specifies a model region

X̃ = X̃(K,A)

in SK and a model radius R(K,A). Theorem 1.8 states that under an extrinsic
curvature assumption on ∂X, the distance from ∂X satisfies certain differential
inequalities. We begin by verifiying that these inequalities become equations when
X is a model region.

Lemma 4.3. The differential inequalities that govern dist∂X in Theorem 1.8 be-
come equations when X = X̃.

Proof. In part (a) of the theorem, K > −A2 and X̃ is a disk, say with center q̃.
Let

D̃ = R(K,A)− dist∂ eX = disteq,
and f = mdK ◦D̃. We verify that f ′′ +Kf = 1.

The simplest case is exceptional, K = 0, for which f = dist2
p /2. It is trivially

verified that f ′′ = 1.
Let csK be the real-valued function that satisfies cs′′K +K csK = 0, csK(0) =

1, cs′K(0) = 0. For K 6= 0 the constant term in mdK gives a constant term 1 in
Kf , so the claim that mdK ◦D̃ satisfies f ′′ + Kf = 1 reduces to the claim that
csK ◦distep satisfies f ′′ + Kf = 0, that is, csK ◦ distep is K-affine. This fact follow
from the general theory of K-affine functions on constant curvature model spaces
of any dimension, as discussed in [AB2]; in the quadric hypersurface model they
are the restrictions of linear functions on the ambient Euclidean (for K > 0) or
Minkowski (for K < 0) space.

The differential equations used in parts (b) and (c) are established in the same
way. �

Remark 4.4. The above differential equations for X = X̃ may be rewritten in
classical form as
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(4.3) h̃′′ = −
(
1− (h̃′)2

)
Aeh(K,A),

where h̃ is the restriction of dist∂ eX to a geodesic, and Aµ(K,A) is the curvature of
the curve in X̃ that is equidistant from ∂X̃ at distance µ. Specifically,

(4.4) Aµ(K,A) =



√
K cot

√
K
(
R(K,A)− µ

)
, K > 0

1/
(
R(K,A)− µ

)
, K = 0√

−K coth
√
−K

(
R(K,A)− µ

)
, 0 > K > −A2

√
−K, K = −A2

√
−K tanh

√
−K

(
R(K,A)− µ

)
, K < −A2.

In [D], Dekster used these formulas and comparison arguments to obtain bounds
on exit distances for geodesics and, more generally, curves of bounded curvature, in
Riemannian domains of curvature ≥ K whose boundaries have a curvature bound
A with K > −A2.

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.8. The hypothesis is that ∂X has extrinsic
curvature ≥ A > 0 in the base-angle sense at each footpoint.

Proof of Theorem 1.8. Since our goal is differential inequalities on −dist∂X that
become equations in the models X̃, it suffices to prove that the restriction of dist∂X
to any given geodesic at any point is supported with subquadratic error by the
restriction of dist∂ eX to a geodesic. The negative sign then converts concavity
inequalities to convexity ones.

Let τ : (−ε, ε) → X be a geodesic. Since the claim is trivial if τ lies along a
minimizer to the boundary, we may suppose there is no ε > 0 for which this is true.
Set q0 = τ(0) and

(4.5) h = dist∂X ◦τ.

Let γ be a minimizer from q0 to ∂X, say with footpoint p0 ∈ ∂X. The existence
of such a minimizer follows from Perelman’s doubling theorem, since there is a
minimizer from q0 to its copy in the double. We choose γ to be the limit of
minimizers from points qi = τ(ti), ti > 0. Then dh/dt(0+) = − cos θ0, where θ0

is the minimum angle between τ |[0, ε) and minimizers from q0 to ∂X, and also
the angle between τ |[0, ε) and γ ([BBI, p. 123-126]). In particular, (dh/dt)(0−) +
(dh/dt)(0+) ≤ 0, that is, h is infinitesimally concave.

Special case. If K ≤ −A2 we impose no restrictions, but if K > −A2 we
suppose

dist∂X(q0) < R(K,A).

In X̃, consider the model triangle p̃0q̃0q̃i. Then ∠p̃0q̃0q̃i ↑ θ0. Let z̃i be the
footpoint of q̃i on ∂X̃. Let τ̃ be a maximal geodesic in X̃ with τ̃(0) = q̃0 and
making angle θ0 with the segment q̃0p̃0, and set

(4.6) h̃ = dist∂ eX ◦τ̃ .
Since ∠p̃0q̃0q̃i ≤ θ0,

(4.7) |q̃iz̃i| ≤ h̃(ti).
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Indeed, if θ0 ∈ {0, π}, equality holds trivially. If θ0 /∈ {0, π}, opening the hinge
p̃0q̃0q̃i, leaving p̃0q̃0 fixed, moves q̃i away from ∂X̃ transversely to the equidistant
curve of ∂X̃ if dist∂ eX(q0) < R(K,A), and moves q̃i along the equidistant curve if
dist∂ eX(q0) = R(K,A).

Let φ̃i be the angle at p̃0 between the chord p̃0z̃i and ∂X̃.
Write q′i for the direction of a minimizer p0qi, and let ξi be its projection to

Σp0∂X. Passing to a convergent subsequence, let ξi → ξ ∈ Σp0∂X. Setting ri =
|p̃0z̃i|, we may choose points pi ∈ ∂X such that d(p0, pi) = ri, and (writing p′i for
the direction of a minimizer p0pi) such that p′i converges to lim ξi = ξ. Let ηi be
the projection of p′i to Σp0∂X, so ηi → ξ.

Since the angle φi between ηi and p′i is no less than the base angle of the chord
p0pi of ∂X, then by hypothesis,

(4.8) φi ≥ φ̃i + o(ri) = φ̃i + o(ti).

Now set αi = ∠q0p0qi and βi = ∠q̃0p̃0q̃i, so
αi ≥ βi. Since Σp0X is the spherical cone over
Σp0∂X, then in Σp0X the points q′0, ξi, ηi are the
vertices of an isometric copy of a standard spheri-
cal triangle which has left and right sides q′0ξi and
q′0ηi respectively of length π/2, and the base side
ξiηi of length δi := |ξiηi| → 0. The points q′i, p

′
i

lie on the left and right sides respectively, where
|q′0q′i| = αi and |p′iηi| = φi → 0. If we move from
q′i on the left side, first along a circular arc of ra-
dius αi centered at q′0 to a point on the right side,
and then along the right side to p′i, the triangle
inequality states

|q′ip′i| ≤ δi sinαi + (|q′0p′i| − αi).
See Figure 3.

q
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i i

i
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i
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#
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Figure 3.

The spherical sector in Σp0X
containing q′0, ξi, ηi.

Therefore

|q′ip′i|+ φi ≤ δiαi + (|q′0p′i| − αi) + φi

= π/2− αi + δiαi.(4.9)

In SK , extend the model triangle p̃0q̃0q̃i to a quadrilateral p̃0q̃0q̃ip̃i, by letting
p̃0q̃ip̃i be a model triangle for p0qipi where p̃i and q̃0 lie on opposite sides of p̃0q̃i.
Then by (4.9),

∠q̃ip̃0p̃i ≤ ∠qip0pi = |q′ip′i|
≤ π/2− αi + δiαi − φi
= π/2− αi(1− δi)− φi
≤ π/2− βi + βiδi − φi
≤ π/2− βi − φ̃i + o(ti)(4.10)

= ∠q̃ip̃0z̃i + o(ti),(4.11)

Here (4.10) follows from (4.8), and from βi = O(ti), δi → 0. (4.11) holds because
βi + ∠q̃ip̃0z̃i + φ̃i = π/2.
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Therefore

(4.12) h(ti) ≤ |qipi| = |q̃ip̃i| ≤ |q̃iz̃i|+ o(t2i ),

where the last inequality is by (4.11) and the law of cosines in the model space. By
(4.12) and (4.7), h(ti) ≤ h̃(ti) + o(t2i ). Since h and h̃ have the same values and first
derivatives from the right at 0, the proof of the special case is complete.

General case. Now suppose K > −A2, so the model X̃ is a disk of radius
R(K,A) <∞ in SK . Set

B∂X(R(K,A)) def= {q ∈ X : dist∂X(q) < R(K,A)}.

Let τ be a geodesic of X with τ(0) ∈ B∂X(R(K,A)). The preceding case shows
that the distance h from τ to ∂X satisfies the desired differential inequality on the
maximal interval about 0 on which τ lies in B∂X(R(K,A)).

Define τ̃ as in the proof of the preceding case, so the distance h from τ to ∂X
and the distance h̃ from τ̃ to ∂X̃ have the same initial value and derivative. Since
the differential inequality converts infinitesimal support properties into global ones,
h ≤ h̃ on any interval about 0 of length < π/

√
K in the intersection of the intervals

of definition of τ and τ̃ . In particular, since h̃ vanishes at t = ±R(K,A), the length
of τ is at most 2R(K,A) < π/

√
K. Since h̃ < R(K,A) if τ̃ is not a radial geodesic,

it follows that τ can only leave B∂X(R(K,A)) by running along a geodesic whose
parameter is distance to ∂X.

Suppose q1, q2 ∈ X−B∂X(R(K,A)). Geodesics γi from the qi to a given p ∈ ∂X
must be minimizers to ∂X, and hence they have the same direction orthogonal
to ∂X at p. Therefore one of the γi must be an extension of the other. But X
has dimension at least 2, since the curvature hypothesis on ∂X cannot be realized
in dimension 1. It follows that the open superlevel h > R(K,A) is empty. In
particular, X has radius R(K,A), or equivalently, D is nonnegative as claimed
in the statement of Theorem 1.8(a). Moreover, q1 = q2, so the closed superlevel
h ≥ R(K,A) consists of a single point at distance R(K,A) from ∂X. �

Proof of Corollary 1.9. Here we assume ∂X has extrinsic curvature ≥ A > 0 in the
base-angle sense at each footpoint, where K > −A2. Then part (1) of the corollary
is the nonnegativity of D, as proved in Theorem 1.8 (general case). Part (2) is the
inequality, length(τ) ≤ 2R(K,A), in Theorem 1.8 (general case).

Concavity of dist∂ eX follows from (4.3) and (4.4). Thus dist∂X is also concave, so
the maximum set of dist∂X is convex. The maximum set consists of a single point,
since if τ is a geodesic with no subsegment realizing distance to the boundary,
dist∂X ◦τ is very concave. For any CBB space X and concave function f on X,
there is a 1-Lipschitz strong deformation retraction of X onto the maximum set of
f [PP, also see [L3, Pt2]]. This proves part (3). �

Remark 4.5. [CDM2, Corollary 2.4] claims that the conclusion of part (3) of
Corollary 1.9 holds when X is nonnegatively curved and ∂X is compact and strictly
convex (in the sense that a geodesic can only meet ∂X at an endpoint). For K ≥ 0,
this would be stronger than Corollary 1.9 (3).

Corollary 1.10 states that when K ≥ −A2 and X has radius R(K,A), then X is
isometric to a cone of the following type:
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Definition 4.6. If Y is a metric space, the K-cone over Y is the warped product

ConeK(Y ) = [0, π/2
√
K]×snK(t) Y.

The vertex of ConeK(Y ) is the equivalence class q0 = {0}×Y. For K < 0, the ideal
K-cone over Y is

Cone◦K = R×exp
√
−Kt Y.

A horoball in Cone◦K is a subset of the form (−∞, a]×exp
√
−Kx Y.

Proof of Corollary 1.10. (1) We are assuming K > −A2 and the radius of X is
R(K,A). By the proof of Theorem 1.8 (general case), there is a single point q at
distance R(K,A) from ∂X, and any geodesic from q has the distance to ∂X as a
geodesic parameter. For any p ∈ ∂X, let γp be a minimizer from q to p. Then γp is
a minimizer from q to ∂X, and since γp is orthogonal to ∂X at p, then γp is unique.

For any r ∈ B∂X(R(K,A)), let p be a footpoint of r on ∂X. Since γp is orthogonal
to ∂X, r lies on γp and so p is the only footpoint of r. Thus there a bijection φ
from X onto the closed ball of radius R(K,A) about q0 in ConeK(∂X), where

φ(γp(t)) = (t, p)

for 0 < t ≤ R(K,A), and φ(q) = q0. The set t = constant is a level of dist∂X ,
and is orthogonal to the γp. Thus to show φ is an isometry, it suffices to show that
for fixed t and t′, the map γp(t) → γp(t′) between the corresponding levels is a
homothety, where the magnification factor on intrinsic distances is snK(t′)/ snK(t).
We do so by combining triangle comparisons with Theorem 1.8(a).

Consider a triangle qr1r2 with r1, r2 ∈ B∂X(R(K,A)) lying on a level, dist∂X =
C > 0. Two sides of this triangle lie along minimizers γi from q to pi ∈ ∂X. We
have

(4.13) ∠qr1r2 ≥ ∠q̃r̃1r̃2,

where q̃r̃1r̃2 is the model triangle in X̃. We will take q̃ to be the center of X̃, and
write p̃i for the footpoint on ∂X̃ of r̃i, and γ̃i for the minimizer from q̃ to p̃i. By
Theorem 1.8(a), the restriction h of dist∂X to the side r1r2 satisfies h ≥ h̃, where
h̃ is the restriction of dist∂ eX to a geodesic in X̃ having the same length and same
endpoint distances from the boundary as r1r2. By first variation,

(4.14) ∠p1r1r2 ≥ ∠p̃1r̃1r̃2.

Since
∠q̃r̃1r̃2 + ∠p̃1r̃1r̃2 = π, ∠qr1r2 + ∠p1r1r2 = π,

(4.13) and (4.14) imply

(4.15) ∠qr1r2 = ∠q̃r̃1r̃2, ∠p1r1r2 = ∠p̃1r̃1r̃2.

The same equations hold with the indices reversed.
Set

L(t) = |γ1(t)γ2(t)|, L̃(t) = |γ̃1(t) γ̃2(t)|, 0 ≤ t ≤ R(K,A).

By first variation, (4.15) implies dL/dt = dL̃/dt. Since L(0) = L̃(0) = 0, then
L = L̃.

Thus there is a constant ratio, independent of the particular choice of the pi,
between an “input” value L(t) and an “output” value L(t′) , depending only on t,
t′ and the input value. It follows, from the definition of intrinsic distance in terms
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of arclength, and the definition of arclength in terms of broken chord length, that
the corresponding levels are homothetic with magnification factor

limeL(t)→0

(
L̃(t′)/L̃(t)

)
= snK(t′)/ snK(t).

(2) Suppose K = −A2 and the radius of X is infinite. Recall that X̃ is a horodisk
in the hyperbolic plane of curvature K.

A ray starting at any point r ∈ X may be obtained in the limit, from a sequence
of minimizers from r to points whose distance from r increases without bound. As
in the proof of Theorem 1.8 (general case), any ray has the distance to ∂X as a
geodesic parameter because X̃ has the same property. Then just as in part (a) of
this corollary, there is a unique ray γp from any p ∈ ∂X, and it is orthogonal to
∂X. Moreover, a ray from any r ∈ X is unique and runs along γp, where p is the
unique footpoint of r on ∂X.

Consider r1, r2 on a level dist∂X = C > 0, and let γi be the ray from pi ∈ ∂X
through ri. Choose r̃1, r̃2 in X̃ on the level dist∂ eX = C, and satisfying |r1r2| =
|r̃1r̃2|. Let γ̃i be the ray from p̃i ∈ ∂X̃ through r̃i.

Let qi lie on the ray γi and on a level dist∂X = C ′ > C, and let q̃i lie on γ̃i and
on the level dist∂ eX = C ′. We must verify that the inequality analogous to (4.13)
holds, namely

(4.16) ∠q1r1r2 ≥ ∠q̃1r̃1r̃2,

First note that dist∂X is concave. Indeed, the differential inequality of Theorem
1.8(b) trivially reduces to the differential inequality

f ′′ ≤ −
√
−K(1− (f ′)2) ≤ 0

on f = dist∂X . Therefore the superlevel dist∂X > C ′ is convex, so as C ′ →∞, the
points on any geodesic τC′ joining q1 and q2 move arbitrarily far from the ri. Since
|r1q1| < |r1q2| and |r2q2| < |r2q1|, by the uniqueness of the γi, then there is a point
q on τC′ at which |r1q| = |r2q|. Now we have

∠qr1r2 ≥ ∠q̃r̃1r̃2

where q̃r̃1r̃2 is a model isosceles triangle for qr1r2. As C ′ → ∞, the sides r̃iq̃
converge to subrays of the γ̃i, and by the uniqueness of the ray from ri, the sides
|riq| converge to subrays of the γi. (4.16) follows. The remainder of the proof is
identical to that of part (a).

�

5. Base-angle/chord and arc/chord curvature bounds

In this section we show that a uniform lower bound on extrinsic curvature of
the boundary of a CBB space X, in the base-angle/chord sense similar to (4.2),
implies a uniform arc/chord form, as in Definition 3.1. However, the version (4.2)
is pointwise with the error terms given in terms of chord lengths r, while the
conclusion we want is uniform with the error terms given in terms of arclength s.
So we have to formulate the hypothesis uniformly in terms of arclength, as follows.

Definition 5.1. An intrinsically geodesic subset Y of a CBA or CBB space X
is a subset of X that is geodesic in its intrinsic metric, and whose geodesics have
one-sided directions in X. An intrinsically geodesic subset Y has base-angle/chord
curvature ≥ A if there is a function F (s) ≥ 0 satisfying lims→0

(
F (s)/s

)
= 0, such
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that for every intrinsic geodesic τ in Y of length s < s0 and chord σ in X between
the endpoints of τ , the angles α between τ and σ satisfy

(5.1) α ≥ As/2− F (s).

If we only consider endpoints in an open subset Z ⊂ Y , we say Y has base-
angle/chord curvature ≥ A on Z.

Examples of intrinsically geodesic subsets include extremal subsets of CBB spaces
X, and in particular, boundaries ∂X of finite-dimensional CBB spaces X [Pt2, 4.1].
Any curve with one-sided directions is an intrinsically geodesic subset.

Remark 5.2. It is straightforward to verify that Definition 5.1 is equivalent to the
following comparison version: For every 0 < A′ < A, there is s(A′) > 0 such that
for every intrinsic geodesic (“arc”) in Y of length s < s(A′) and chord between its
endpoints, the angles α between arc and chord satisfy

(5.2) α ≥ A′s/2.

In the proof of Theorem 5.3 we will use the comparison versions of Definition 5.1
and Definition 3.1.

Theorem 5.3. If an intrinsically geodesic subset Y of a CBA or CBB space X
has base-angle/chord curvature ≥ A > 0 on an open subset Z ⊂ Y , then Y has
arc/chord curvature ≥ A on Z.

Proof. We consider a geodesic arc σ in Y , with fixed initial point σ(0) = p. Then
the chord length r = |pσ(s)| is a function of s which, by first variation, has a left
derivative at every point and has right derivative 1 at s = 0, since σ has a direction
in X there: s− r = o(s).

Specifically, the first variation formula tells us that the left derivative of r is
given by r′−(s) = cos(αm(s)), where αm(s) is the minimum of the angles which the
various chords from p to γ(s) make with the left direction of σ. Our hypothesis
gives that for every 0 < A′ < A there is s(A′) > 0 such that for 0 < s < s(A′),
αm(s) > A′s/2. Hence r′−(s) < cos(A′s/2). The constants s(A′) can be chosen to
depend only on F and may be assumed to satisfy limA′→A s(A′) = 0.

In turn, for 0 < s < s(A′),

ds

ds
− r′−(s) > 1− cos(

A′

2
s) =

(A′)2

8
s2 − cos(

A′

2
s1)

(A′)4

384
s4

>
(A′)2

8
s2(1− (A′)2

48
s(A′)2),

for some 0 < s1 < s. Then there is a continuous function

f(s) = s− r(s)− (A′)2

24
s3(1− (A′)2

48
s(A′)2)

with positive left derivative everywhere in the open interval (0, s(A′)). Hence f(s)
has no minimum point in that interval, and since f(0) = 0, then f(s) > 0 in that
interval. That is,

s− r > (A′)2

24
(
1− (A′)2

48
s(A′)2

)
s3

if s < s(A′). Since limA′→A s(A′) = 0, the claim follows. �
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Corollary 5.4. If X is a finite-dimensional CBB space with ∂X 6= ∅, and ∂X has
base-angle/chord curvature ≥ A on an open subset Z ⊂ ∂X, then ∂X has arc/chord
curvature ≥ A on Z.
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